Join us for a variety of intercultural programs, including our most popular program: International Coffee Hour.
Fridays | 5–6:30 p.m. | The Globe Dining Room

Connect with us!
cge.fsu.edu  /FSUCGE
Sign up for our newsletter: cge.fsu.edu/signup!
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Global Citizenship Certificate
Today’s students. Tomorrow’s global citizens.

- Gain essential cross-cultural skills and stand out to future employers and graduate schools.
- Receive an academic certificate and transcript notation.
- Fulfill 2 of 3 required Garnet & Gold Scholar Society areas and multiple FSU liberal studies requirements.

4 Academic Courses
8 Intercultural Events
1 Sustained Experience

cge.fsu.edu/globalcitizen

“Today’s students. Tomorrow’s global citizens."

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Global Exchanges

- Live and learn in another culture while paying FSU tuition, earning FSU GPA credits, and using your financial aid.
- Study in English or learn another language in an immersive setting.
- Counts toward the Global Citizenship Certificate and Garnet & Gold Scholar Society.

40+ Prestigious Universities
15+ Countries
1 Scholarship-in-Practice*

global.fsu.edu/exchanges

“Live and learn in another culture while paying FSU tuition, earning FSU GPA credits, and using your financial aid.”

Mary Green
Griffith University, Australia

“Meet one of FSU’s Scholarship-in-Practice liberal studies requirements with your exchange.”

Kendall Bryant

See Live and learn in another culture while paying FSU tuition, earning FSU GPA credits, and using your financial aid.

Garnet & Gold Scholar Society

Meet one of FSU’s Scholarship-in-Practice liberal studies requirements with your exchange.

*Meet one of FSU’s Scholarship-in-Practice liberal studies requirements with your exchange.